EFFECTIVE DATE: October 1, 2011

PRINCIPLES: The Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training Board (board) recognizes that in the case of newly designated trades or occupations:

- members appointed to an industry network committee may not be certified in the newly designated trade or occupation; and
- excluding members not certified in the newly designated trade or occupation may restrict the ability of the industry network committee to find and retain members.

PURPOSE: To enable members to serve on industry network committees of newly designated trades or occupations although the member may not be certified in the newly designated trade or occupation.

POLICY: In the case of newly designated trades or occupations, a member may serve on an industry network committee even though they may not be certified in the newly designated trade or occupation.

GUIDELINES: The board will rely on the recommendation of the committee secretary when assessing applications from persons not certified in the newly designated trade or occupation. Members will be expected to seek certification during the first term of their appointment. Certification may be considered prior to reappointment for a second term.